Caner:

This week I was so busy with Ceng477 project, so I can only do small things for Design. This week I have created State Transition Diagram and read last year's (Ali Dogru's book) Software Engineering book for Class Diagrams. In three days I'll work with my friends and try to finish initial design report. After the initial design report we will start creating a prototype.

Yağız:

This week I have mostly dealt with the graphical user interface. For the time being I have only used css and html. Furthermore I have learned basics of JavaScript and how to use it in our project. On the other hand I have helped my teammates drawing the class diagrams and writing some parts of the initial design report. I will do more on initial design report and creation of the prototype next week.

Serhat:

This week, I have recovered the Data Flow Diagrams and Entity Relationship Diagrams and add a data dictionary to them for wanted explanations.

Next week, I will work on finalizing the initial design report and first prototype as my group friends will do.

Kutlu:

Last week I have continued with the user interface and started to write the class definitions. I also looked over the past initial design reports.

This week I will start to write the initial design report and the expected prototype.